Aging • THEME

Normal cognitive
changes in aging
BACKGROUND Cognitive abilities decline with
normal aging. Fluid abilities such as speed and
problem solving show declines from early adulthood,
and crystallised abilities such as knowledge and
expertise increase until old age.

OBJECTIVE This article reviews changes in normal
cognitive aging and associated risk factors. It aims to
provide a framework for approaching the
differentiation of normal cognitive aging from
dementia through awareness of mental status
screening and changes from previous functioning.

DISCUSSION Understanding normal cognitive
aging is essential for assessing older patients
presenting with memory and other cognitive
complaints. Many of the risk factors for cognitive
aging are modifiable such as hypertension, diabetes,
and levels of physical, mental and social activity. At a
population level, primary prevention or reduction of
cognitive aging is possible through addressing
modifiable risk factors. This in turn may reduce
population levels of dementia.
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Figure 1. The change in fluid and crystallised abilities with age

C

ognitive abilities include perception, memory, judgment, perceptual speed, spatial manipulation and
reasoning. Both cross sectional and longitudinal studies
have shown that different cognitive abilities have different developmental trajectories across the lifespan, and
may be grouped into two broad types.1
The first type is described as ‘crystallised’ and
involves accumulated knowledge and expertise and relies
on long term memory. Crystallised abilities are assessed
with tests of vocabulary, word knowledge, general
knowledge, understanding proverbs, and measures of
occupational expertise.
The second type are known as ‘fluid’ and involve novel
problem solving, spatial manipulation, mental speed, and
identifying complex relations among stimulus patterns.
These are usually measured with tests that involve identifying the next in a series of abstract patterns, matrices
or a series of numbers. Fluid abilities rely on short term
memory storage while processing information.
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Normal cognitive aging
As shown in Figure 1, the developmental trajectory of fluid
abilities is thought to follow neurological maturation,
peaking in the mid 20s and thereafter declining gradually
until the 60s when a more rapid decline takes place. Fluid
abilities are affected by neurological insult, genetics and
biological aging processes. In contrast, crystallised abilities
increase during the lifespan through education, occupational and cultural experience and exposure to culture and
intellectual pursuits. They are less affected by aging and
disease and often remain intact in the early stages of
dementia or after brain injury. The rate of increase in crystallised abilities is thought to slow in late adulthood, and
there is some evidence they may decrease slowly from
the ninth decade onward.2 The observation that older
adults often have intact long term memory but poor short
term memory, reflects the different effects of age on
these abilities.
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Behavioural changes also accompany normal cognitive
aging. Older adults are more variable in their responses on
cognitive tests than younger adults.3 For example, on a
test of reaction time, older adults may have a higher mean
performance indicating that overall they are slower than
younger adults, but they will also have more very long
trials and very short trials indicating greater variability
about the mean. Compared with younger adults, older
adults are more likely to fluctuate in their performance
from day-to-day, and week-to-week, and those with neurological conditions fluctuate more than healthy older
adults.4 Cognitive aging is also characterised by generalised behavioural slowing, both in laboratory tasks and
everyday situations. Older adults also have more difficulty
selectively attending to information and inhibiting irrelevant information or stimuli.5 This has been linked with
frontal lobe atrophy in aging.6

How much cognitive decline is normal?
There are large individual differences in the amount of
decline experienced by individuals and in the patterns of
decline across different abilities within an individual. At a
group level, there is a decline of between one and two
standard deviations (15–30 IQ points) in fluid type abilities between the ages of 20–70.7 After then, the average
decline in fluid abilities accelerates to about 0.5 of a standard deviation per decade.
A practical indication of the amount of decline in
normal aging can be gained from the norms for commonly
used cognitive tests. On a 33 item vocabulary test, there
will be no difference in the average score for a 25 year old
and a 70 year old.8 However, on test of recall of digits in
the order in which they are presented, the average 25
year old will recall about seven, whereas the average 65
year old will recall about 5.9 On a test of coding speed conducted within a time limit of 90 seconds, the average 25
year old will code about 78 items correctly, whereas the
average 70 year old will code about 51 items correctly.8

Clinical evaluation of premorbid
cognitive function
The significance of decline in cognitive abilities is partially
determined by the individual’s previous level of cognitive
function. This is called their ‘premorbid’ intelligence, and
is assessed by measures of verbal reasoning and word
knowledge (crystallised abilities). Those who start at a
low level may reach the threshold for a cognitive disorder
after a small amount of decline, whereas those who start
at a higher level will need to decline more before they are
diagnosed as clinically impaired. Any assessment of cog-
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nitive impairment by a neuropsychologist would involve
assessing premorbid cognitive function through psychometric testing and interview. Information about previous
occupational level, interests, educational level from the
individual, and an informant, additionally contribute to a
clinical estimate of premorbid ability.

Memory complaints in normal aging
Memory complaints are common among older adults and
are more prevalent among the very old, women, and those
with low levels of education.10 A number of studies have
been conducted to determine whether individuals who complain of memory difficulties have memory disorders or are at
greater risk of developing memory disorders or dementia.
Results of individual studies have been inconsistent and a
recent review reported that self referrals for memory complaints are not a good indicator of cognitive impairment and
are more likely to be associated with depression in older
adults.10 On the other hand, memory complaints are a diagnostic criteria for mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and in
patients with cognitive impairment, memory complaints are
predictive of cognitive decline.10 Table 1 outlines the different
patterns accompanying memory complaints in normal aging,
depression and dementia.

Mild cognitive impairment
While moderate to severe cognitive deficits impair the individual’s capacity to conduct activities of daily living, the cognitive
changes in the preclinical stages of dementia do not. Over
the past 15 years, a large amount of research has been
directed toward developing screening tests and criteria to
identify individuals in the preclinical phase of dementia. The
diagnosis of MCI has been developed for research studies,
particularly drug trials that focus on the detection and early
intervention of dementia. The criteria for MCI include:
• subjective memory complaint
• preserved general intellectual function demonstrated
on performance of a test of general cognitive abilities
such as the mini-mental state examination (MMSE)
• impaired memory relative to age and education
• no impairment in performance of activities of daily
living, and
• the absence of dementia.11
There are limitations with this classification. Only 10–15%
of patients diagnosed with MCI convert to dementia per
year in clinical populations and 5–10% in the community.12
A substantial proportion are diagnosed as normal at follow
up.12 The criteria are circular to some extent (ie. the
absence of dementia) and there has been criticism of the
focus on memory impairment as the exclusive cognitive
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deficit because some dementias begin with other cognitive deficits or personality change. For example,
fronto-temporal dementia begins with changes in behaviour (eg. disinhibition, apathy, obsessive compulsive
behaviour) and semantic dementia begins with language
problems. Nevertheless, the MCI diagnosis fills a gap that
is important both clinically and for researchers, and until an
objective test of preclinical dementia is developed, it
remains a necessary classification.

Differentiating normal changes from
dementia
Unfortunately, there are no hard and fast rules to easily
distinguish between normal aging and dementia.
Differentiating normal cognitive aging from MCI and
early stage dementia requires formal assessment by a
neurologist, geriatrician or psychogeriatrician, and
ideally, a neuropsychologist. Screening instruments are
available for use in general practice, but these only
yield a cut-off score that is associated with an established risk in population based studies. The MMSE is a
widely used instrument in which scores under 24 are
generally taken to indicate cognitive impairment. 13
However, the scale is inaccurate, with highly educated
patients less likely to be diagnosed and patients from
non-English speaking backgrounds more likely to be
diagnosed. This is because parts of the test are based
on English literacy and numeracy skills. Another instrument available in Australia is the GPCOG, which has
been developed for use by GPs. This combines cognitive testing with informant interview and takes 4–6
minutes to administer (Figure 2).14 When validated in an
Australian primary care population, the GPCOG performed with a sensitivity of 0.85, specificity of 0.86,
misclassification rate of 14%, and positive predictive
value of 71.4%. It appears to be free of an education
bias, but has not been tested for language and culture
biases.15
Key considerations for diagnosis of a cognitive
disorder include:
• a history of decline in cognitive abilities
• evidence that this decline interferes with everyday
activities, and
• impairment in more than one cognitive domain.
Interviewing an informant is the best way of obtaining an
accurate history.16 Patients who present a diagnostic challenge include those with low education, premorbid
intellectual disability, those currently suffering another
mental health condition such as depression or psychosis,
and those from a non-English speaking background.

Table 1. Memory complaints in depression, dementia and normal
aging
Depression
More likely to complain
about memory

Dementia
Variable complaints that
are very general
Or
May have no awareness
of memory loss

Normal aging
Lower level of
complaints about
memory

May interfere with daily
functioning

Interferes with daily
functioning

Does not interfere with
daily functioning

Sudden onset
Mild cognitive impairments
on testing which may remit
on recovery

Gradual onset
Cognition impaired on
testing and declines over
time

Onset unclear
Cognition normal on
testing

May be associated with
depressed or anxious mood

May be associated with
labile or blunted mood

Not associated with
mood changes

Risk factors
Risk factors for cognitive decline and dementia are similar,
with the strongest risk factor being age. Other factors consistently associated with both cognitive decline and
dementia include:
• the APOE e4 allele
• head injury with loss of consciousness
• risk factors for cardiovascular disease (diabetes,
stroke, smoking, physical inactivity, high LDL cholesterol, obesity), and
• low level of education.17-19
Factors moderated by lifestyle may have an impact
from midlife, and possibly earlier. The association
between blood pressure and cognitive decline is complicated. High blood pressure in midlife appears to
increase the risk of cognitive decline20 and in general
hypertension is associated with an increased risk of
vascular dementia and Alzheimer disease;21 however, in
adults over 75 years of age, low diastolic blood pressure may increase the risk of dementia.22

Protective factors
Factors that have been shown to have a protective effect
against cognitive decline and dementia include:
• vitamin E
• foods high in antioxidants and omega-3 fatty acids
• mental and physical activity
• social engagement, and
• statins.19,23
There is mixed support for the effect of oestrogen on cognitive decline.24
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GPCOG patient examination
Unless specified, each question should only be asked once
Name and address for subsequent recall test
1. ‘I am going to give you a name and address. After I have said it, I want you to repeat it. Remember this name and address because I am
going to ask you to tell it to me again in a few minutes: John Brown, 42 West Street, Kensington’. (Allow a maximum of 4 attempts but do
not score yet)
Time orientation
Correct Incorrect
2. What is the date? (exact only)
Clock drawing (visuospatial functioning) – use page with printed circle
3. Please mark in all the numbers to indicate the hours of a clock (correct spacing required)
4. Please mark in hands to show 10 minutes past 11 o’clock (11:10)
Information
5. Can you tell me something that happened in the news recently? (Recently = in the past week)
Recall
6. What was the name and address I asked you to remember?
John
Brown
42
West (street)
Kensington
Total correct
Patient score = 0–4, probable cognitive impairment
Patient score = 5–8, possible cognitive impairment, administer informant section
Patient score = 9, cognitive impairment unlikely

____/9

GPCOG informant interview
Ask the informant: ‘Compared to a few years ago...
Yes

No

Don’t know

N/A

• Does the patient have more trouble remembering things that have happened recently?
• Does he/she have more trouble recalling conversations a few days later?
• When speaking, does the patient have more difficulty in finding the right word or tend
to use the wrong words more often?
• Is the patient less able to manage money and financial affairs (eg. paying bills, budgeting)?
• Is the patient less able to manage his/her medication independently?
• Does the patient need more assistance with transport (either private or public)?
Total number of ‘no’ responses

____/6

Informant score = 0–3, probable cognitive impairment
Informant score = 4–6, cognitive impairment unlikely

Administration guide
As indicated above, it is only necessary to administer the informant section of the GPCOG if the patient scores between 5 and 8 on
cognitive testing
Scoring guidelines
Clock drawing: for a correct response to question 3, the numbers 12, 3, 6 and 9 should be in the correct quadrants of the circle and the other
numbers should be approximately correctly placed. For a correct response to question 4, the hands should be pointing to the 11 and the 2,
but do not penalise if the respondent fails to distinguish the long and short hands
Information: Respondents are not required to provide extensive details, as long as they demonstrate awareness of a recent news story. If a
general answer is given, such as ‘war’, ‘a lot of rain’, ask for details – if unable to give details the answer should be scored as incorrect
Reproduced with permission: Blackwell Publishing
Figure 2. The GPCOG14
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Public health implications and directions
for primary care
Latest research shows that lifestyle factors known to
affect the risk of heart disease also affect the risk of developing ‘normal’ cognitive decline and dementia. Having a
healthy heart in later life may also lead to a healthier brain
due to reduction in the build up of cholesterol, increased
perfusion, reduction in stroke and TIAs.25 However, the
impact of these factors is very slow, so prevention strategies need to be implemented in early and mid adulthood.
Encouraging patients to adopt a healthier and more active
lifestyle will reduce what is presently viewed as normal
cognitive decline in the population.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.

11.

Conclusion
Cognitive abilities, particularly those involving speed and
problem solving, decline as part of normal aging, although
many older adults retain high levels of cognitive function.
These changes do not inevitably lead to dementia.
Assessment of premorbid ability is important in determining whether there has been abnormal cognitive decline
and cognitive screening may also be helpful. Patients
should be encouraged to have an active lifestyle and
reduce cardiovascular risk factors in order to reduce the
risk of cognitive decline.

Summary of important points
• In normal aging there is nonpathological cognitive decline.
• Memory complaints are common in later life. Depending
on presentation they may indicate normal aging, depression or impending cognitive decline.
• Risk factors for cognitive aging include age, low education, the APOE genotype and risk factors for
cardiovascular disease.
Conflict of interest: None.
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